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ARA contract on the line, Saga in the wings
by Frank Salsburg and
Samuel Latham

Tomorrow, the University
Fp<>dservice committe e meets
and may decide t~e fate of ARA
foodservice at Wright State.
ARA haS been losing money
on its overall food operation
since the start of t his quarter, as
well as losing money on the
faculty dining room.
.
Meanwhi le, accordmg to
administration sources, talks

have been held with Saga food
services (who ran - the food
service at Wright State until this
year) by members of the
administr ation to explore under
what condition s they might
return to Wright State.
Saturday, March 1, is the day
set by vice-president Andrew
Spiegel as the deadline by which
ARA must 'shape up or ship
out', and the foodservi ce
committe e will be asked to tell

Dr Elizabeth Harden, executive
director of general Universit y
services, whether or not she
should
recomm end
a
terminati on of ARA to Spiegel.
"I would have to make that
recomme ndation to him myself
that we replace them," said
Harden, who does not expect
any
recomme ndation from
Spiegel, who will attend the
meeting.
The talks with Saga have been

held twice since t he start of t he
quarter. According to o ne
person involved, the first
meeting discussed general terms
of
"if the food service
committe e would decide to
renew your contract what would
you do for us and would you
accept." At the second meeting
specific contract terms were
discussed but Sagas offer was
reportedl y unsatisfac tory.
Total ARA losses since the

beginning of w inter quarter are
$3,169.03 . T his is the d ifference
bet ween income and the 9%
return to AR A under the food
contract. This return to ARA is
not guarantee d, so represent s no
actual loss to the university .
In the faculty dining room
WSU is guarantee ing this 9% and
so the additiona l losses of
$985.81 is not included in the
$3,169.0 3 figure for the entire
[Continue d on page 3]

WSU rep orts rap e
.February 27,1975 Vol 11 Issue 39

A ra pe allegedly took place
Mo nday even ing in the parking
lot near the University library,
t he University has announce d .
The incident is the first on
campus rape acknowle dged by
the University.
The Dean of Students' office

issued a memo urging caution in
going to and from parking lots,
and urging female students not
to walk alone after dark.
The memo also said t hat
University Security has increased
its evening surv~illance .

English instructors
challenge board ·

Tired of Visine? Try this faucet on the fourth floor of Delman. [Jeff Hiles p hoto]

Inflation in the grade market
At WSU it's creeping...
by Ga il Snyder

2.80 is the total grade point
average for Fall quarter,
according to a grade distributio n
sheet submitted by the Wright
State Registrar' s office.
This figu re
include s
undergraduate and graduate
courses in the colleges of
Busin~ Education , Liberal
Arts, Nursing Education , Science
and Engineering.
"It is important to remembe r
that these figures are not by
ftudents, but by courses in
college," said Louis Falkner,
Registrar. "Therefor e, if say a
Liberal Arts student · takes a
business course then his grade
Will be aver~ged with the
business course," he added.
In the undergrad uate division,
the College of Education had the
highest gpa with a 3.26.
Education and Liberal Arts tied
With a 3.57 gpa in graduate

courses.

2. 73 was the total gpa of
Undergraduat e courses, and 3.50
1'1s the total gpa for grad

courses.

"Alt hough the grade point
~Yerage for the grads was much
igher
than
fo r
the
Undergra duates
it 's the
tUndergraduate that' really is the
~ that's significant ," said

"_.ner.
Pan

quarter drops for the
• Y totaled 4,747, with

undergrad uates claiming 4,429 gpa. It is usually higher "by
of those drops.
virtue of the rigid entrance
Percentage wise, there were 28 · standards ," he continued .
percent A's, 29.5 percent B's,
The College of Education held
20.5 percent C's, 5.5 percent the highest gpa in both grad and
D's, and 2.5 percent F's. The undergrad courses with a 3.26
rema1n1 ng
14
percent and 3.57 respectively
represente d dropped classes.
"Basically ," said Education
"Tha-1.'s not unusual," said Dr dean Dr Roger Iddings, "all of
Arthur MacKinney, Grad Studies your courses are of the upper
c_lean, concernin g the high grad [Continue d on p 12]

... nationally grades zoo m
(CJ>S)-Fo od, ·gas and tuition
A number of educators have
prices aren't the only· victims of voiced concern over grade
inflation these days. Enter the inflation -and the resulting
new martyr: grades.
devaluation. Graduate school
Across the country, a high officials, they have warned , have
grade glut has spread. At many ' begun to dismiss the grade
schools, the normal bell curve transcript s of their applicants as
distributi on has been jarred out plainly misleading , and are
of whack as B has replaced C as concentra ting instead on test
the average grade.
scores.
At Yale, almost half of the
And since everyone seems to
undergra duate spring term be getting A's and B's, graduate
grades were A's. And at Stanford schools and employer s have
University the average grade begun resorting to elitism in
point accumula tion has spiralled their
selections:
better a
to 3.4. In the last ten years, the Princeton A, they reason, than
University of North Carolina has an equal mark fro m a less
doubled the percentag e of A's it familiar school.
handed out.
Grade grubbing has been cited
"A few years ago, a C would as a prime factor behind the
put you in the m iddle ," said soaring grades. The tumultuo us
Douglas Hobbes, a political 60's are over and students are
science professor at UCLA. again hitting the books. With the
"Today it puts you in the depressed job market and the
bottom third of the class.
[Continue d on p 12]

by Frank Salsburg
Eight Wright State English
instructo rs are not only
protest ing the English
departme nt's "three and out"
policy, but they're protesting
the_make -up of the due process
hearing board which is to hear
the complain t.
The instructor s have used their
o nly perempto ry
challenge,
provided by the Univer~ity's due
process documen t, against Dr
Malcolm
Ritchie of the
departme nt of engineering.
Furtherm ore, the instructor s
are challengin g "for cause" the
seating of Dr Edward Nicholson
of
the
departm ent
of
managem ent and chairer of the
due-proce ss board; Educatio n's
Dr
Earl
Zweitsch ke and
departme nt of sociology's Dr
Myrtle Korenbau m.
Accordi ng to Nicholson,
challenge s beyond the one
perempt ory one allowed,
"would not be handled..!.' There
is no provision in the due
process documen t for challenges
for cause.
Dr Gordon Skinner, chairer of
the faculty affairs committe e
which appointed the hearing
board, said that after they
appointe d the faculty affairs
committe e, the board "doesn't
have the power to change" its
composit ion.
The English instructors, who
are challenging the English
departme nt's alleged policy of
dismissin g instructor s after three
years of service, claim that the
board is pro administr ation.
"We got the very clear message
that it is a heavily administr ation
influence d board," said Coral
Barberini , one of the litigating
instructor s.
Though the· instructor s ad mit
m any of their specific objection s
are vague, they point out ithat
Nicholso n is a member of the
faculty affairs. committe e which
appointe d the due process
hearing board.
"We think its 'bad form for
them to have appointed one of
their own members, " said Paula
Randall, another instructor.

Skinner ·however , said , "I
don't think there is anything
unusual about it." Skinner said
Nicholson had influence as a
member of the committe e on
who was selected, but added it
was the same as any other
member of the committe e.
The reason instructor s give for
opposing Zweitschk e is that at
one time he was director of
University co\mseling services,
an administr ative position. "We
want to be judged by our peers,"
explained Barberini.
The instructor s charge that
Korenbau m was unethical ly
substitute d for anoth er hearing
board member, Dr Reed Smith
of political science.
T he instructor s charge that 
Smith was originally selected to
replace a hearing board member
who had withdraw n, but was
removed because he seemed too
pro-instru ctor.
Skinner says that Smith was
never officially a member of the
hearing board, and although he
attended a meeting of the board,
the faculty affairs committe e
chose
Korenba um
after
discussion .
"Part of it had to do with the
balance of the committe e,"
replied Skinner as to the reasons
for the change. He described
balance as including people from
differen t colleges and of
different ranks.
Smith says that although he
was never told officially he
heard "through the grapevine "
that the reason he was not
confirmed on the board was that
.a t a meeting of the American
Associa tion
of Universit y
Professor s, which some of the
instructor s attended, he had
expressed the o pinion that the
matter was somet hing t he AAUP
should look into .
"I'm not unhappy abou t it,"
s aid
Smith
of
his
no n-·c o nfirmat ion .
' 'Ms
Korenbau m is an ex cellent
person."
The instructor s gave no
specifics for their challenge of
Ritchie.
[Continu ed on page 2]
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Instructors challenge due process ,----- -Ask us--- -
l Continued f!om page 1]

The instructors indicated there
was some confusion as to the
procedures to be followed by
the due process hearing board.
"We're going to press them on
this," said Randall.
Nicholson said the procedures
had been determined and had
been sent to the instructors
Wednesday, adding that they
had
previously been given
verbally.
Due tomorrow, under the
hearing rules, is a list from both
sides of the case of first
witnesses, a summary of their
expected testimony, and other
evidence, which is to be made
available to both sides.
The hearing is conducted as an
adversary
process and the
instructors have hired a Dayton
lawyer,
Lorine Reid, to
represent them.

The instructors, although they
are formally protesting an
English department policy, claim
their true adversary is the
administration.
"There seems to be too much
of an effort to control faculty
by the administration, said
Barberini.
The instructors also pointed to
a more substantive link between
the
policy
and
the
administration. They noted that
the decision under attack was
made by the tenured faculty of
the English department, and was
participated in by Dr Euge.ne
Cantelu pe, Dean of Liberal Arts.
Cantelupe and Dr Andrew
Spiegel, executive vice-president
are long time associates, having
both
served at CW Post
University in New York. Spiegel
recommended Cantelupe to the
liberal arts selection committee

Rep proposes legal bill
COLUMBUS (UPI)- A bill to
clear the way for students at
state-assisted universities to
obtain low-cost, high-quality
legal services was · proposed
Wednesday
by
state
Representativ e Michael P
Stinziano (D-Columbus). ,
"I'm very concerned that the
high cost of attorneys-the going
rate is now $50 to $60 an
hour-prevents many students
from having the kind of legal
service they need," Stinziano
said.

The legislation would permit
each university's board of
trustees
to - establish an
independent legal services plan
and charge students perhaps $5
per quarter extra when tuition is
paid.
Stinziano said students would
benefit
in tenant-landlord
problems,
consumer affairs,
traffic violations, sales or
purchases of property and
preparation of wills or trusts.
Covered students would be
pr o hibited
from
suing

Forensics captures fourth
During
the
Valentine's
weekend, member~ of the Wright
State University Forensics squad
travelled to the Illinois State
University Forensics tournament
in Champaign and carried ·away
general school honors of fourth
place in Sweepstakes.
· In specific awards, Debe Sauro
captured first place in the oral
interpretation of prose literature
and third place in the oral
interpretation
of original
iiterature. Brenda Gordon won
fourth
place
in ~he oral
interpretation of poetry. Dave
Gambs and Kristy Jourdan took
first place in dramati c duo ,
a no t h er
oral
interpretat ion
event.
L as t
w e ekend , February
21-22, t he WSU forensians
competed in the Ohio Forensic
Association Individual Events
S t at e cha m p io nsh ips at

Heidelberg college in Tiffin,
Ohio.
Nelda Marshall won fifth place
in persuasive speaking, Debe
Sauro took fourth place in the
oral interpretation of prose
literature, Marv Lawson won
second place in extemporaneom
interpretation of literature, and
Marve Lawson and Brenda
Gordon captured fourth place in
dramatic duo.
"Because of the increased
viability of the WSU Forensics
program
throughout this
academic year, the voting
membership of t he Ohio
Forensic associat ion selected
Wr ight
St at e and Sinclair
Community college to serve as
co-host s of the 1976 OFA
Individual
Events State
championships to be held early
next year," said James Sayer,
F orensics director.

"Ask Us" will appear once each week. Questions for the
column may be submitted to the Dean of Students' Office
in 111 Millett or placed in the Guardian box outside the
Millett cafeteria. All questions must be signed. Students
should include their student numbers. Faculty and staff are
welcome to submit questions also. Questions are researched
and answered by the Dean of Students' staff, and do not
reflect the opinion of the Guardian staff.

Beaut y queen steals title
LONDON (UPI)-When Sandra
Loan won the beauty queen title
at the Perkins Diesel Co ball, the
local newspaper carried her
smiling picture. It was her
downfall.
For salesgirl Patricia Giddings
recognized Miss Loan's dress as

one that had been stolen from
her shop a few days earlier. .
A judge Thursday fined the
19-year-old bride-to-be 50
pounds ($120) and ordered her
to pay the shop the same
amount in compensation.
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Why are the lights out in the parking lots?
The lights in the parking lots near Allyn Hall have been
out for approximately two weeks due to shorts in the
underground electrical cable. Replacement cable to repair
the breaks had to be ordered. This resulted in delaying the
repair.

Stinziano, whose ·30th House
district encompasses the campus
of Ohio State University, is also
author of a bill that would put
students and faculty members
on the boards of trustees of state
supported universities.

Errata
In a review in the February
17 Guardian, it was stated
that REO Speedwagon would
perform at the Western Ohio
Branch campus March 10.
A concert featuring REO at
the WOBC was scheduled for
February 23, not March 9,
but was cancelled.

How would a student go about joining the Pep Band? Is it
too late in the year? Any information would be
appreciated.
Students interested in joining the Pep Band need to
contact the Director of Bands, Dr Myron Welch, 144A
Creative Arts.
Pep Band members also must be a participant in one of
'the other instrumental concert groups.
The Pep Band's primary activity is providing
entertainment at the home basketball games; therefore it is
too late to join this year.

How can I get a student's phone number?
A public student directory is available in the Office of the
Dean of Students, 111 Millett, and at the Information Desk
in Allyn. However, this directory is not a complete listing
of students enrolled at the university. Approximately 3,000
students requested their names be withheld from the public
directory.

universities or bringing actions
against other students covered
by the plan.
Twelve universities in eight
states have student legal services,
including the University of
Michigan, Pennsylvania State
University, Southern Methodist
University and the University of
Oregon, said Stinziano.

,

First National Bank

a

t hat chose him as dean and the
instructors consider this link to
be in conflict with unbiased
review.
The instructors also say that
they are having trouble finding
people in good standing with the
University to testify for them,
and claim it is a fear of
Cantelupe and Spiegel that is
preventing . faculty members
from testifying in their behalf.
This pressure, they feel, will
extend to the hearing board.
Pointing out
that
the
administration has already
rejected
their
complaint
Barberini said faculty members
would overturn it "only if they
are
very secure faculty
members.''
Added Randall , "It wo~ld
have to be people who are their
own people."

~
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Committee to decide ARA's fate

[Continued from page 1]
operation
here or
the
approximately $19,000 rental
fee due on the space. This deficit
will have to be paid by the
university to ARA.
Two of the other individual
ARA operations are also losing
money. Wright Station had total
sales of $38,272.47 but expenses
(including the 9%) of $40,086,
causing loss of $1,813.63.
ARA's biggest loss on campus
was in the University Center,
where sales of $49,424.93 still
left a deficit of $4,083.35.
The
other
two
ARA
operations on campus are
making money. The Rathskeller
made $2,233.23 on sales of
$23,210.54, while the newest
operation on campus Allyn Hall
made $2,305.94 on sales of
$14,979.19.
Judy
Neiman, executive
assistant to Spiegel said that
Spiegel
"will
take
the
recommendation as to what is to
be
done
from
the
committee . . . . He has not

WSU may be going to the birds, but this rooster is not too happy
about it. {Allen Wilganowski photo]

Vhy not a chicken?
by Bob Zeid

If you heard a rooster crowing
in or about the Brehm Lab, no,
the pres!lure of school has not
taken its toll on a student.
"We're running a calcium
l!X}>ftiment to monitor growth
of calcium cells under the effects
of weightlessness," said Brian
Homan, a lab assistant.
·
The twelve hens and twenty
four roosters are a part of a
national experiment with NASA
to test healing times of fractures
in zero gravity. Homan said the
poultry participants were chosen
because their calcium growth
rates resembled that of man's
calcium growth.
The
experiment involves
drilling
small
holes, or
osteotimies, into the animal's
legs. The holes, which don't
penetrate the entire bone,
resemble small fractures. The
lep are bombarded by radiation
Which is recorded on a
&ensitometer. The sensitometer
is hooked up to an amplifier

which is hooked up to a
teletype.
Homan said the lab has not
started any surgery on the birds
themselves as they are working
with rooster legs that have
already been tested in California.
~a
a
+
ac:
(CPS)-Five scientists at
Stanford
University have
unveiled a new machine which
they say will cause a revolution
in cancer treatment. The
machine destroys cancer cells by
causing
miniature nuclear
explosions in their atoms.
According to the researchers, a
stream of subatomic particles is
shot into the atoms of cancer
cells from 60 different directions
at once, making the atoms
explode. The team says that the
technique can k ill tumors while
causing "little damage" to
nearby healt hy tissues.
The team speculates that
about three to five years of
further testing will be necessary
before the device can be used o n
humans.

HOAGE'S PIZZA HOUSE
4824 Airway Rd.
on Airway at WoOdman Dr.
252-9929

FEATURING MExtCAN AND
ITAUAN FOODS.
"'"Try our faMOUs Hoagie Sandwich"

made a determination of any
kind whatsoever, he has made
inquiries." Neiman said that in
addition to Saga a number of
other sources of information on
food service had been consulted.

Faculty discuss econ

------------·

CHICAGO
(UPI)-An
ordinance to ban noisy garbage
grinding in deference
to
Chicagoans sleeping late on
weekends and holidays will be
presented to the City Council
next week.
The Committee on ·Local
Industries, Streets and Alleys
approved
for
council
consideration a bill which would
prohibit private garbagemen
from operating their grinding
equipment before 9: 30 am on
weekends and holidays, except
the city's business area.

by Tracey Jayne Thompson
The economic situation was
the main topic of discussion
during
yesterday's winter
quarter faculty meeting.
Wright State President Robert
Kegerreis told the faculty that
University programs had been
upgraded, new degrees had been
approved in both undergraduate
and graduate level courses,
enrollment was up and that
construction on two new med
school
buildings
were
progressing on time with the
third building only slightly off
schedule.
Kegerreis said Wright State
may lose the use of the
aerospace research labs at Wright
Patterson. "It's loss would be
significant to both the university
and to the faculty," he said.
"Costs at this university are
moving
up
continually,"
Kegerreis said, citing fuel costs
telephone_usage, and lab supplies
which have shown a 400 percent
increase in costs.
Kegerreis said, "We need more
buildings, a water treatment
plant, sewer drainage, better
parking
and
recreational
facilities," but added these were
unlikely to occur since money
was tight.
"Based on the promises of the
previous
gubernatori al

FLOR IDA
Spring Break
DAYT ONA
BEAC H

···.· ·No lee.

~~oi l
I

BIRTHRIGHT Counsel i ng
223-3446

administration," Kegerreis said,
"~e had expected an upgrade at
this University by this time
which we do not believe will
occur."
The Ohio Board of Regents'
budget had contained, for the
next biennium, $971 million
dollars in instructional subsidy
fees only, but the House
Education
Committee
in
Columbus was considering only
$7 89 million.
Kegerreis said this would mean
a three or four million dollar
difference for ·wsu alone and
that he was "getting another
rather mechanical treatment" of
the budget.
Provost Andrew Spiegel said
things such as repair of the
broken doors on either end of
Fawcett hall were being cut back
from the budget but that some
money was in the budget for
paving some of the parking lots.
Spiegel also said that Governor
James
Rhodes'
proposed
multi-billion dollars bonds to
help urbaa renewal would
benefit universities only in cases
such as Cleveland State.
An open meeting is scheduled
for Thursday, February 27, at
2: 00 in the student lounge of
University Center. Topics of
major interest to students will be
discussed.
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Another person on ·the scene
wasn't so optimistic. "I have a
feeling a decision has been made
and nothing the food service
committee can do is going to
make a damn bit of difference."
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OPIN ION
University, ARA
share responsibility
Tomorrow, the food service committee will
decide the fate of ARA's continued existence
on campus. Meanwhile, the GUARDIAN has learned
that the administration has talked informally
with SAGA, the old food service, about the
possibility of their return to WSU.
In any pick between SAGA and ARA, we at the
GUARDIAN prefer ARA . SAGA had seven years to
prove their incompetency; let's not give them
another one .
As to ARA' s fut ure at WSU, we feel t h e
f ood s ervice committee should de cide, for the
present time, to retain the services of ARA
until the end of Spring. (Barring unforse.e n
circumstances, of course.)
But this decision will do no good unless
the committee, in cooperation with the admin
istration, faculty and students, take an in
depth look at how to improve the food and
management of ARA. It should also take a good
long look at the future of a fast food service
in Millett.
Instead of leaving the management solely
to ARA, the university needs to take an active
part in management decisions concerning WSU's
food facilities.
So far, the admfnistration, through their
incompetence at getting the technical
facilities ready for ARA's arrival in Millett,
has not helped the food situation. By its
actions, it has put the university in no
other position but to keep ARA for the rest
of the year.
The committee should structure its
activities toward making the food service
on campus not only profitable, but edible as
well. I t · ·should be clear by now that the
university cannot leave ·the improvement of the
food facilities up · to ARA, or any other
single outside company.
The responsib~lity for a good food service
relies equally upon the university as i .t ·does
ARA.

Im prisoned irony
We think 1t is ironic that John Ehrlichman,
who once' said he would build more jails to fit
in all the anti-war demonstrators and draft
evaders, has asked for alternative service
than going to jail himself.
.
Perhaps it would do him good to go to jail.
Maybe then, he will agree that building more
jails creates rather than solves more prob
lems.
Maybe he should be granted alternative
service. After all, why· should he be deprived
of something which many other prisoners and .
criminals deserve?
Either way, the recent sending of upper
class people to jail for their crimes might
just create an even more fervent call for
prison reform, besides helping to reform
the corrupt and exploitive members of our
nation's elite.

•

a
a
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Complaints against the Guardian should be addressed to
II

. II

Editor Tom Snyder in our office. If not satisfied, they may
be presented to our faculty advisor Gene Eakins.
Failing that, they should be addressed to Dr Allan
Spetter, chairer of the student publications sub-committee.

'"'Gee d ear, I just don't thin~ the coun-try
is bitinj the oJd bullet harJ enou9h •.• GesUndheit"
Snyde Comments

We've got a long way to go, baby
Gerry Ford's wife Bette is
Besides, all the ERA does is to
The male elite would like
running into trouble with the say if a woman is working the nothing better than keeping
people over her support and same job as a man for the same women busy with their
encouragement of the Equal length of period, then their pay make-ups, and their children,
Rights Amendment.
should be equal.
while these elite financially,
Her mail is running three to
If we have constitutional politically and physically whore
one against her support for the .~ amendments against racism, and around.
ERA.
age discrimination, then why not
The ERA will be no great,
Some are upset that she is sex descrimination?
earth shaking step toward the
lobbying state legislators for
Most of. the women in these total elimination of sexism, and
their support. Only four more anti-ERA groups are afraid that certainly not of the family.
states need to ratify the ERA for they will lose their high status
It is onlY- a legal guarante~ of
it to become law.
because of the ERA. They fear it equality under the law, the first
This mailing campaign is the will destroy the pedestal upon precept of our legal system.
latest effort in a long campaign which they've been placed.
To pass it is only right. To
by conservative groups to stop
I've got news for you, baby, oppose it is only wrong.
the passage of the ERA.
the pedestal you so greatly
It is not true that Tom Snyder,
What these groups, who are cherish is nothing but a social Snyde Comment's au thor, is
given the appearance of being control mechanism to keep you John Foster Dulles' illegitimate
run by women when many of in line.
son. Tom Snyder is editor of the
them come from male oreinted
Guardian.
(
groups like John Birch Society
or male businesspeople, fear is
the so-called "subversiveness" of
editor ......................... . ... .. .. tom snyder
the ERA.
managing editor ...................... . frank salsburg
This stems from a belief that
associate editor ......................... .gary floyd
the ERA will cause the
ad manager ... . .......................... . ted hoY
destruction of the American
business manager ........ . .............. spring white
family.
· assistant business manager.............................ann klarquist
What they don't realize i~ that
news editor ...... .. . . ............ . .... . gail snyder
the family has already been
sports editor ............. . ............ .dave stickel
destroyed
by the urban
wire editor . .......................... . {red stevens
industrial revolution, by · the
circulation manager ...................... sam latham
realization that marriage isn't
secretary .......................... .. jenice boykin
worth the paper it's printed on,
st:aff ..... tracey jayne thompson, bob zeid, ramonia knox,
and by itself.
sue , opt, nathan schwartz, vickie hodson, connie
If the family is no longer as
buchenroth, michael graham, richard a vorpe, libby heller,
cohesive as it once may have
julie' clark
been then it is because it has
layout staff ...... terry st john, amy deisher, bill licklide1
destroyed . itself by its own
photograhers ............... jeff hiles, charles williams.
corrupted
moral values,
alien wilganowski
including
sexism, child
artists ..... herman thompson, marty roelandt, -sam lathaTT.t
molestation, and repression.
news services ......... united press international, collegE
No little ol' constitutional
press
service, conservation news, wsu communications
amendment is going to create
what has already happened.

De black holes threaten universe?
Blaek Holes; The End of the
Universe? by John G Taylor.
(Rando m
House,
$5.95
twrdbaek)
by John Ghrist
College Press Service

-What weighs a billion billion
tons, is invisible and swallows
anything that comes near it? The
answer: a black hole.
Black holes are currently
considered in many astronom y
circles to be the most profound
objec~ in existence. Profes.5or
Taylor's book explains in
layman's terms what blace holes
are and what their implicatio ns
are for physics and for man's
theories abouththe nature of hi~
universe.
Ablack hole is formed by the
collapse of a huge star.
Normally, when a star burns
i~lf out, it collapses to a white
dwarf, a star about as. big as the
arth which eventually flickers
out.
If it's a big star, the implosion
following its death forms a
neutron star, where the atoms
making it up are packed together
so closely that the electrons and
irotons are mixed together and

the result is a neutrally charged,
very dense body.
A black hole is formed when
the star collapses so suddenly
that the atoms are com pressed
far more than they are even in a
neutron star, so much that its
sheer weight overcome s the
nuclear forces which keep
separate atoms apart.
The resulting body has such a
huge gravitational mass in a
small compact body that the
escape velocity at its surface
exceeds the speed of light. In
other words, a rocket launched
from its surface would have to
exceed the speed of light to get
away, an impossibility according
to Einstein's laws. This also
means that light itself cannot
escape from its surface, hence
the name "black hole."
What is so intriguing about a
black hole is that it in essence
forms its own pocket universe,
called an "event horizon."
Einsteinia n laws hold that space
is curved in the presence of a
strong gravitatio nal field, and in
the presence of a black hole, the
curvature is so pronounc ed that
space closes in on itself over the
hole. Anything falling in cannot

To the editor:
\ agtte with what has been said
con.'.'em ing the lack of support
for the basketball team at WSU.
But the blame shouldn't be
placed directly on students. The
major voice of Wright State, the
Guardian, does nothing at all to
encourage spirit. Personally, it
~ diminished what I had to
begin with!
All you read are complaint s.
No one ever does anything right,
so goes the consensus of
opinion. The attitudes expressed
have sure put a damper on my
spirit! Student leaders here will
not settle for improvem ent-no,
they'll settle only for perfection .
Come down off the clouds and
fealize nothing is perfect.
I'm not overjoyed by the food
service, but believe me, there is
W
orse! There is room for
improvemen t all over, but there
always will be, and it's certain
that oomeone would complain
~bout too much perfection once
tt was attained.
After a while everyone
~mes col)vinced that nothing
8 right
at Wright State so why
IAipport an all-around loser?
Now I always loved pasketbal l
llld so has my husband, but the
COtnplaining of others has
~nVinced me it's not ~orth the
~.oo my husband would have
Plly.
~'Rent to Indiana University in
.7 when they made the
~cle" play and went to the
, Bowl. There were people
~didn't know a football from
~~d-boiled egg but would sell
la 11' old granny for tickets to a
IUllle. Things weren't perfect at
~they burnt down the grad
"& ~ the next year!) but credit
Pee> gtven when it was due. If
Pie here wou ld be fair and

1

realize that there are those
attemptin g to improve things,
spirit just might improve. I for
one would not be able to attend
school if WSU weren't here. I
couldn't afford tuition and feed
at UD or even Sinclair. There's
something in that. Complain ing
may· be a way of getting
problems aired, but if credit is
not given for improvem ents,
those who have the authority to
improve condition s will get tired
of going unrecogni zed for their
efforts and will give up. I'm
becoming so cynical that I can't
blame them!
Barbara Culotti

get out.
Astronom ers now believe they
have actually found a black hole
in orbit around a star in the
Cygnus constellation, about six
thousand light years from earth.
According to Kip Thorne of the
Califor nia Institute
of
Technolo gy, scientists studying
it are "90 per cent certain that
in the center of Cygnus X-1
there is indeed a black hole."
Enter John Taylor to bring
black holes down to earth, so to
speak.
Black Holes is a fairly careful,
though occasionally rambling
explanati on of the physics
involved in black holes, followed
by extrapola tions of Einsteinia n
laws that theorize about the
nature of black holes, including
some hypothese s that have to
rank with imaginative science
fiction even if they may not by
provable science at this point.
Taylor, . a
mathema tics
professor at King's College in
London, subscribes to the "big
bang-<?pen universe" school of
thought, which means he thinks
that the universe was created in
a cataclysmic explosion of
matter 13 billio n years ago and
that the universe will expand
forever.
His ultimate message is that
the huge black holes he envisions
at the center of each galaxy both
hold galaxies together and will
ultimately devour them, each
new particle making the black
hole that much more larger and
speeding up the process anlittle
more. Even though this won't
happen for billions of years,
Taylor says we should be
thinking about and preparing for
it.
Aside from his slightly
premature worry over the
ultimate fate of all life at the
bottom of a black hole, Taylor
provides a number of interestin g
hypothese s:
He theorizes that within a
black hole, time and space are
interchangeable. Normally, three
dimensional beings can move
through space at will, but time
moves at a fixed rate. In a black
hole, however, intense gravity
prevents control of movemen t
through space, but from the
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standpoin t of an observer
outside the hole, time has
stopped for anything inside the
hole.
Taylor further speculate s that
biack holes in the hands of
advanced science could produce
a very real method of time
travel. It may even be possible to
use black .holes as energy
sources, or as gateways beyond
our own universe.
There may be a number of
separate
universes , Taylor
reasons,
indicated by the
existence of the laws of
probabili ty, and black holes may
either be byways to them, or
else may provide the matter for
embryoni c universes that have
yet to experienc e their own big
bangs. Perhaps our own universe
was created by a black hole in
another universe.
These and other intriguing but
fantastic hypothese s, including
sidetrip theories like aliens using

Saturn as a way station to visit
earth, would do credit to a
science fiction writer. But this is
a scientist's book, a projectio n
of what he thinks is the reality
of black holes.
And although both Taylor and
Einstein may ultimatel y be
proven wrong, this book is
enlight ening · from
the
standpoin ts of both science and
imaginati on.

UNESCO loses funds
by Aline Mosby
PARIS
(UPI)-Th e United
Nation s
Educa ti o nal
Organizat ion (UNESCO) faces
financial disaster and possible
extinct ion
because of
Arab-sp onsored
anti-Israe l
resolution s, UNESCO sources
say.
The financial rug was pulled
out from under UNESCO last
Novembe r when its general
conferenc e expelled Israel and
cut off aid to the Jewish state
because it allegedly spoiled
Moslem religious monumen ts in
Jerusalem .
Hundreds of letters protesting
the politically -motivate d action
by the non-politi cal organizati on
still pour into UNESCO . The
condemn ations included a US
congressi onal fund cutoff to
UNESCO
until
it takes
"concrete steps to correct its
recent decisions ."
The United States provides
about
one-quart er of the
UNESCO budget.
A high UNESCO official
recently said in New York the
executiv e
board
"could

;>ost-pone the sanctions if there
are new facts." But officials at
UNESCO headquar ters in Paris
say the board has no such power
and the resolution s can be
changed only at the next general
conferenc e in 1977.
Unless some action is taken,
they say, UNESCO will run out
of money by then. The group's
program
already has been
slashed because it operates on
dollars which have lost nearly 25
percent of their value in France.
UNESCO 's Director- General
Amadou M'Bow is currently on
his second trip to the Arab
world but UNESCO officials
deny reports he goes around
;'hat in hand" to seek money
from oil-rich Arab nations.
Officials say even if the
organizat ion can find a way not
to apply the sanctions against
Israel, this may not satisfy the
US
Congress ' demand
to
"correct" the resolution s.
The United States still owes
$2.7 million for 1974 and $19
million for 1975. If it does not
pay, the United States will lose
its UNESCO vote.
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Profs talk economics;
relat,e possible solutions
by Julie Clark ·
Recession, inflation and
unemployment are words
certainly a part of our daily
lives. But just how many
actually 'understand the
economic situation and what
exactly can we .do about it?
Some economics profs at WSU
are not exactly sure they
understand what's going on
economically, but they've tried
to relate their feelings and
foreseeable
solutions on
economic situations.
It was generally agreed that
economic - speculation was a
difficult task but consistancies
were found in the need for social
concern in all aspects, along with
the need for citizen involvement.
"The effectiveness of the
political system," says Dr Mark
Fabrycy of the economics
department needs to be
analyzed. "There is a lack of
communication between the
government and the people,
which proved to be true with the
emergence of Watergate.
"There is a feeling of further
dissatisfaction among American
people," which Fabrycy feels is
a "good sign" for improving the
country, including the basis for
some needed cultural changes.
Fabrycy admitted that there
are no easy solutions to inflation
and unemployment, but he
believes a promising perspective
is that of a system of "flexible
controls," which would work
through the market.
"The Nader movement" is

another good sign according to
Fabrycy. He believes that the
people are willing to help and to 
understand, and that nations
have to find a compormise
between bureaucracies and the
people.
''We '11 get through it,"
Fabrycy summed up.
"Unemployment, recession
and inflation are very severe
pro bl ems , "
said
another
economist, Dr John Whippen,
who agrees that there are no
easy solutions.
Whippen finds fault with the
inability of people to change
with the economic situation and
that there is a general state of
pessimism amidst the people.
Mistakes are being made in the
approach of solving economic
problems, says Whippen. "We
can't compare this recession
with that in the 30s." The
nation is approaching this
recession as if we were a free
market system, and we no longer
are, according to Whippen.
Whip pen feels that the
problems have to be viewed
from a social perspective in
order to be solved. People have
changed and this has to be dealt
with and understood before
economic answers will be found.
"There is a growing awareness
for public policies," says Dr
Robert Premus, who believes
there is much need for
improvement of urban
development; finding a balance
between national and local
urban development policies.

TOYOTA PLAZA
NORTH HOME OF 5 YEAR

50,000 MILE WARRANT Y

Not content with their own hijinks, members of BITE got the audience into the act at a workshop last
Friday in the Celebration theatre. [Allen Wilganowski photo[
"i
"Rehabilitation of central
cities in metropolitan regions,"
is one way out, according to
Premus, who optimistically
outlined his ideas.
"Special revenue sharing for
welfare related programs at a
local level," is part of Premus
remedy, along with guaranteed
income, commonly known as
"negative income tax."
"Well
selected
rural
development projects,"
is
another aspect to Premus'
program.
He believes there should be a
national involvement in land use
and
revamping of housing
policies in order to integrate the
poor and avoid slums.
"Fis cal federalization"
is
evolving into a more efficient
structure, suggested Premus,
adding that time will tell.
"The poorer countries have
smartened up," says Political
Scientist Dr Robert Thobaben,
stating that this is a trouble area
for the US. Thobaben illustrated
his point with the current oil
crisis that the US, along with
many other countries, is facing.
Thobaben believes that the US
has taken advantage of the
"third worldt' countries long
enough and it is finally catching

up with the US" and there is not
a thing we cari do about it.
"Now they own us," Thobaben
remarked.
Inconsistencies in our
economic system are of concern
to Thobaben, who stated, "Our
economic system is sensitive to
great productivity, but tends to
hold down consumption; we go
for profit, but hold down
wages."
"The US needs collective
ownership of many systems such
ascommunications,a ndutilities,
according to Thobaben, and that
we need to work for peaceful
development of socialism.
"Competition is a myth,"
remarked Thobaben, adding that
monopolies and cartels have
become prominant resulting
with the people losing the
control of the economic
situation, handing it over to big
business.
Thobaben believes himself to
be optimistic in his outlook, but
offers only two solutions to halt
the foreseeable "strangulation"
of the US; either recognize our
interdependence on other
countries or invade and conquer
them.
Thobaben does not really
know whether the American

B & W Dist Co
3899 N. DIXIE DR.

in conjunction with

Univ Food Service
(SEE OUR

MODELS ON CAMPUS)
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Darlington 500
Free admission to movie

Abortion Information Service

Rathskeller Sat. March 1

VERY CLOSE TO AREA

8:30 pm

Assisting 1 to 24 Week Pregnancy
Terminated By Licensed Physicians
Immediate Arrangements
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Starting at $125.00
For your convenience open even on Sunday morning
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Recycle
today's
paper

Beverag e Dock
BEER, WINE, and PARTY SUPPLIES
Open 8 am to 11 pm 7 days a week

868 Kaufman Ave

people are able to lower their
standard of living in order to
avoid the second solution .
"Inflation involves everyone,"
said Dr Rishi Kumar of the
Economics department, "the
general public is being robbed."
The most promising solution,
according to Kumar, involves
combatting unemployment
through two major programs,
the first
being
" fisc al
expansion," which would
include reduced taxes and
increased
governmental
expenditures, and secondly,
implementing the need for
moderated monetary growth,
prices need to be related to
income.
"I strongly recommend t~
development of alternative
forms
of communication,"
Kumar stated, in preference to
our current policy of increasing
prices and taxes. · Kumar also
believes the latter will not do the
job because demands have not
been curtailed.
He illustrated his point with
the dependence of the American
people on the automobile.
"Raising the price of gas" will
not remove the demand for cars
and the energy problems will
still prevail, according to Kumar.
An emphasis should be placed
on developing new tec hnology
and new priorities in an attempt
to change the American life
style, suggested Kumar, adding
that Americans would accept a
change if alternatives were
offered.
"More credit has to be given to
the American people," Kumar
concluded, stating that cultural
barriers are possibly the least of
our worries.

878-6324

Fashion Designers
Boutique
Blouses,
Turquoise and
other Jewelry,
Ceramics aild Gifts
142 N BROAD ST
FAIRBORN
878-9200

No Fine Films
fbere will be no movies
slllfVD this weekend as part
of 'Celina's Fine Film series,
bt$ ·the series will resume
Mfteb 8 with a . showing of
T,,tament of Orpheus.
Hypertension
epeech 131 is sponsoring a
free blood
pressure
examination Tuesday and
Wednesday, March 4 and 5,
10-7 pm, on the first floor of
Millett in the Millett lounge.
Child A buse Seminar
Dr Jerald Savells, assistant
professor of Sociology at
Wright State, would like to
announce that there will be a
program
e ntitled
The
Prevention and Treatment of
Child Abuse o n Wednesday,
March 5, 1975 , at 7:30 pm,
in the Community Services
building, 184 Salem Avenue,
Dayton. The public is
oordially invited. Savells is a
member of the Community
board for the Prevention and
Treatment of Child Abuse.
Summer Employment
Available
Students interested in
summer employment may
pick up applications in the
Universit y
Division for
positions on the Freshperson
Orientation staff.
Orientation leaders must
have a 2.5 grade point
average, be available for
training during spring quarter,
and must be able to adapt to
dweise work situations .
.4pplicatio ns are available
to all students who have
spent two o r more quarters at
Wright State and plan to
continue through 1975-76
school year. Deadline for
application is March 14.

Speech.Night
On Thursday , March 6, the
Department
of Speech
Communication will host its
wint er quarter Speech Night
at 8 pm in 101 F awcett. All
members of the University
community are invited to
attend this program.

NewsSlw rts
L ost and Found Sale
Lost and found art icles
discovered by Security will be
sold tomorrow m orning and
aft ernoon in the Ally n hall
lobby by a social actio n
group from Dr Gene Eakin's
Speech 131 class.
Prices for the articles will
range up to $20. Auctions
will be held for the more
ex pensive items.
Money from the sale will go
toward buying newspaper
racks for issues from college
student papers around the
country, to be placed in
Allyn hall Student Lounge.

Graphics '75
Graphics '75- Watergate,
the Unmaking of a President,
an exhibition of editorial
cartoons, opened at the
Dayton Art Institute Friday
and will remain on view
through March 16 in the Print
gallery. The exhibition, which
was organized by the
University of Kentucky, is
being brought to Dayton by
the Dayton Daily News . The
work of Day ton Daily News
cartoonist, Mike Peters, is
included in the show.
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~aster

Egg Hunt
Theta Delta Phi fraternity
has announced it will again
host its annual Easter Egg
Hunt at 1 pm March 29 on
Achilles hill, nex t to t he War
ner house.
All children of the University
co mmunity are invited to
attend.

Articles from gloves to
calculators and tape recorders
will be sold.
Each actio n group of
students in the class must put
on an activity designed to
pro mote
small
group
relationships.

Little Sisters of LTE
The Little Sisters of LTE
will be raffling o ff a date with
the LTE Little Sister, or
person of you r choice during
March 3-8. Date will be a
dinner
at
Dominics
restaurant. Chances are a 25
cents donation. The winners,
one male and one fe male, will
be drawn March 8. In
addition t he LTE Little
Sisters will be sponsoring a
bake sale Monday and a
pretzel sale Friday. Your
dinner will also include free
admission to the Bunny Ball
on April 11th!

Student Loan Fund
The Kittyhawk club ,
Associat ion of Old Crows of
Dayton, established a student
loan fund to assist q ualified
stude n t s ma j or i ng in
e 1 e ctr i c a-l / e 1e c tr on i c
engineering, aeronautical/
aerospace engineering ,
mechanical engineering ,
systems/huma n
factors / material engineering,
computer sciences ,
marketing, manageme nt,
business administration, and
liberal arts in the scientific
discipline. The recipient must
be a junior or senior in good
standing, attending Wright
State on a full-time basis.
The loan is interest-free and
is not repaid until a fter the
b o r r o wer ter m in a tes his
full- t ime studies.
The loan fund is
administered l:>y Financial
Aid and Placement, 152
Allyn hall.

Mid-West Presentations
and
Koboco Enterprises and University Center Boar"I

presen ts

REO SPEEDWAGON

Bake Sale
The Student
Hono r
association is having a bake
sale tomorrow from 8 am-12
pm on the fi rst floor of
Millett.

Advertisement

]o bs For
Summe r
Look

Promisi ng
Informed sources report tha
mmer job opportunities fo
Hege students "look good" this
ear. National Parks, Dude
nches, Guest Resorts , Private
hamps, and other tourist areas
roughout the nation are now
eking student applications.
Summer job placement coordi
;tors at Opportunity Research
AP) report that despite national
conomics tourist areas are
king for a record season. Polls
dicate that people may not go
the big purchases such as new
• new homes, furniture or
IPli~nces, but most appear to be
ann1ng for a big vacation.
~ free booklet on student job
&ts~ance may be obtained by
dtng a self-addressed stamped
\'elope to Opportunity Research,
. · SJO, SS Flathead Dr. ,
pell, MT S9901. Student job
are urged to apply early!

SPECIA L GUEST

STARS

from Englan d

MAN

Sunday March 9, 1·9 75
Wright State Univ. Gymnasium
8:00 pm
Tic~ets $3.50 wsu Students (must show valid ID)
4.50 General Public ' ·-Advance
5.00 Day of Show
TICKETS ON SALE AT:
CAMPUS - THE UNIVERSITY ~ENTER CANDY CENTER
FOREST RECORDS; BOTH GOLDENRODS; SEARS DOWNTOWN;
KoBoco ENr. OFFICE IN NEW CARLISLE~ CHESHIRE CAI
RECORDS ON BROWN Sr.

wsu
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Black Magic sheds guilt thru free thought
the Devil.
In Helter Skelter, by Vincent
Bugliosi and Curt Gentry,
investigators found an old song
of Manson's. The pass where the
Devil you can see/ Flying along
in sight for all to see/ on the
(Editor's note: This is the secedge of infinity./ Santa
1'ond part of an article on Satan Suzana is
the pass where you look to be/
ism.)
Santa Suzanr. is the pass where
by Bob Zeid
you look for me./ 12 in the
It is LaVey's conviction that
night. Love or fight/ Anyway is
present
religions
cause
right if you come out in the
unnecessar y guilt. To shed this,
night./
he advocates independen ce in
The Tate murders were
thought to the point of anarchy.
estimated to have taken place
"Do what thou will shall be
about midnight and one of the
the whole of the law," said
theories is the murders were the
Aliester Crowley, a fam"ous black
result of a satanic ritual.
magician of the 19th century.
In October of 1973, the
The overtones of anarchy are
torture-m urder of Michael
sometimes carried too far, to
Cochran, 17, shook the Deland,
violence and sometimes murder.
Florida communi ty.
An
Charles Manson, convicted .
investigat ion revealed that
murderer, ran with a mototcycle In his philosophy , he . often Cochran had been
brutally
gang called the Straight Satans. equated himself with God and
murdered as a part of a satanic

ritual. Nicholas Frazee, 22, a
former Daytonian, was one of
the six suspects arrested for
Cochran' s murder.
Frazee
confes5ed Cochran was lured to
the house, knocked unconsciou s
and held prisoner in the
basement. Various methods of
torture were used over a period
of days as 'a part of the ritual,'
said Deborah Shook, wife of
high priest David Hester. "That's
just the way it has to be done,"
she said. AU six were convicted
for murder.

"Joh nny Got His Gun "
hits like a sledge

by Gary Floyd
Just because Johnny Got His
Gun, Sunday's UCB film
offering, is a definite downer,
doesn't mean its not worth your
time. Only by underst.anding
that it's supposed to be a
depressin g · film
can one
appreciate this effort.
Written and directed by
commence with Beethovett9"s : Dalton Trumbo, a political
Quartet, Opus 16, move to leftist who was a victim of the
Marinu's Piano Quartet and McCarthy inspired Hollywood
conclude with Piano Quartet in purges of the 1950's, Johnny
G minor by Brahms.
Got His Gun is a protest against
The show is free and open to one of civilization s oldest
all members of the Wright State institutions , war.
community .
Johnny, played by Timothy

Eastman Quartet performs in
creative arts building Friday
The Eastman Quartet, recently
described by the New York
Times as "virtuososo s all," will
bring an evening of classical
music to the Concert hall of the
Creative Arts building this
Friday at 8 pm as part of the
Artists and Lecture series.

"The members of the quartet,
-are all members of the faculty of
the Eastman School of music,"
said the quartet's pianist Frank
Glezer, "and I'm sure this is the
first time we've ever played in
the Dayton area."
Glezer said the program would

HOW TO MAKE YOUR LAST TWO YEARS AT
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
MEAN EVEN MORE.

Take advantage of the Army ROTC
Two-Year Program.
If you've just about completed your
second year of college, and you're planning
on two more, it's not too late to take
Army ROTC.
You start the program with six-weeks
of Basic Camp (you'll be paid for it) between
your sophomor e and junior years.
Then it's back to school in the fall.
Leaming how to become an Army officer

Sociologica lly, the stigma
attached to satanism is enough
to dwindle its membershi p to to
the most ardent nonconformists.
LaVey attempts to explain the
philosophy of satanism by
dressing it in an attitude of
pragmatism, ....
LaVey rationalizes all the guilt
people feel as a result of
overbearing religious beliefs. He
says if satanists are evil, they are
probably the only ones who
know how to 'live.' (evil
backwards)

while you're working on your college
degree. Earning an extra $100 a month, up
to ten months a year.
And two years later, you'll graduate
with your degree, your commission
as an Army officer, and some real experienc e
at leading and managing people.
The last two years of college can
mean a lot to you. If you take the Army ROTC
Two-Year Program you can make them
mean a lot more.

Bottoms, finds himself spirited
away from his farm home to
participate in the "war to end all
w a r s,' '
W o rl d
War I.
Unbelieveably mutilated by one
of Kaiser Bill's artillery shells,
Johnny finds himself in a
situation where the only
appealing alternatives to his
condition are touring in a freak
show or death.
T h·e
flick also contains
symbolism aplenty,. and Trumbo
finds time to take shots at
Christian Science, the military,
capitalists, and medicine.
The Mayles brothers, in
Gimme Shelter, found that even
films that are downers can by
dynamit e,
and Trumbo
employed many of the Mayles'
devices in this effort, pathos and
disgust to name but two.
Filmed in 1970, during the
Vietnam involvement, Trumbo
perhaps subscribed to the theory
that the American popularity for
war could be altered if our
theatre dropped its John Wayne
glorificatio n of armed dispute,
and put in the perspective that
is, though perhaps less appealing,
closer to the realities.
The flick also stars Diane Varsi
and Donald Sutherland , and hits
with the impact of a sledge.

Happy Birthday
George
CHICAGO (UPI)-The Post
Office's Midwest headquarters
opened a birthday card Friday
that was addressed to "President
George Washington, US Post
Office 4101."
The card, signed in a child's
scrawl by Victoria Perkins, read:
"No mush, no gush, no sigh, no
cry, just happy birthday to one
great guy."

ABORTION
The Finest Medical
Care Available
~

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Call Captain Cassell at (513) 229-3326/3 327
Jr write the Professor of Military Science, Army ROTC Instructor
~roup, University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio
45469.

FULL COST $140
Dayton Area Information

An nyR OT C
The more you look at it, the better it looks.

I m mediate appointmen ts
for your care, and comfort at
your convenienc e.
Call roll Free
1-800-438- 3710 9 am-10.PrYI
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Lenny a version of a moder n cult hero
by Richard A Vorpe

Lenny Bruce was a small time
comic who made it big because
be bucked the society around
bim. He saw the world around
biro and was offended by its lack
of sensitivity. Lenny also was
what is commoHlY referred to as
a "junkie". Bob Fosse's new
film, titled L enny is a theatrical
version of Bruce's life.
Lenny, though adapted from a
stage play by the same name, is
not the real story of the man
Lenny Bruce, but rather a
glos.5ed over version of a man
who bas become a modern day
cult hero . L enny is an idealistic
view of the image of a man who
tried to make his society see'
what they refused to look at.
How he becomes obsessed with
his own ideals, and is trapped on
the stage of politics.
Bob Fosse's work has a view of
American society that is totally
unique. Lenny is an emotionally
violent film, that tears at the
mind of its audience. The
questions it asks are the same
questions Lenny Bruce might
have asked if he were alive
today. Beyond the political
isles of censorship that so
obses;ed Lenny, the film deals
with one man's inability to fit
into the social mold that the
traditional
pseudo-idealist,
thinks are societies moral codes.
Fosse's Lenny is a naive young
man who believes that art is each
ms personal search for truth
wi\\\in himself. His ideals are
clisto.rted by all the games that
are played with him. Destroyed
by his own inability to accent
the answers society forces on
him, Lenny crawls into himself,
hides in his own self created
world. Lenny is., in the end, only

an image he wants t o leave t he
world with. But because of his
lack of respect for himself, he
looses any sense of self. T he
film's death of Lenny is merely
an anticlimax. He enacted his
own death on stage, long before
he died.
Framed by that stage, this is
where Fosse finds his Lenny.
Using the stage as a center point
for Lenny's life and times,
Fosse
gives his audience a
shadowy image of a man
ensnared by a world that he
somehow can't help offending.
Tightly editing for theatrical
effect, Bob Fosse's Lenny
creates ·a ruff image of Lenny's
world on stage, and the stage
that Lenny makes out of the
world.
T he cinematography of Bruce
Surtees catches in t he high
c ontrast black and white
Lenny's world , with a sharpness
that drains its audience. One
scene' left on this critics min"d is
a high angle, zoomed back
image, as Lenny for the first
time since earlier on in his
career, bombs. But this time it is
not because he doesn't lack the
experience. He lacks only the
ability to stay aware of where he
really is. For what seems an
eternity, Surtees holds that angle
and lets the tragic figure struggle
about, on stage, alone.
The most important image in
Lenny is the one created by
Dustin Hoffman in what is the
best role this critic has ever seen
him in. Hoffman's Lenny is
visually real, and moves the
audience with a kind deep self
uneasiness. The search that
Hoffman takes Lenny through in
trying to survive the madness

aro u n d
him
includes an
emotional range t hat very few
actors are capable of. With
Lenny, Dustin Hoffman is
established as one of the most
effective actors in American
cinema.
Lenny is also the story of
Bruce's wife, Honey, who during
the film reminisces about her
trials and tribulations with
Bruce. Honey, played by Valerie
Perrine, is a low classed pawn in
the game, or performance, that
is Lenny's life. Perrine's Honey,
a
simple , sensitive, and
deliciously
over sexed
ex-stripper, is the brut of a
majority of Lenny's own
distortion of the world around
him. Though she struggles,
Honey searches for something
more than the world Lenny
offers her. Like Lenny, she falls
short, but unlike him she
survives. Valerie Perrine gives
Honey that energy to make her
real.
Though
Lenny is the story
of Lenny and Honey, the world
around them is filled with a kind
of cynical · caricatured image.
Lenny's mother (Jay Miner) is
an old vaudevillian that never
seems of the stage until the
real tragedy of her
i sons
life is forced on her. Gary
Morton, as the big time comic, is
frightening as a somewhat darker
view of what resembles a star.
Lenny is the best film to hit
Dayton jn a long time. It plays
with the em<,>tions of the
audience with a skill that can ·
only be credited to the
combined · talents of Dustin
Hoffman
and Bob Fossee.
Lenny is a must if you enjoy
film at all.

"Company"'_starts March 7
Company, an award winning
lllusical comedy, will start a
seven
day performance
beginning Friday, March 7 at
Wright
State's Festival
Playhouse.
Winner of the New York
Drama Critics Circle Award and
the Tony Award, Company is a
story about an eligible bachelor
in. fast-paced New York who is
the favorite guest and prized
"extra man" of five upper
llliddle class married couples.
The couples push bachelor
Bobby (played by theatre
department vet Bob Bailey)
to\Vard marriage while at the
line time revealing the very
Ploblems which make Bobby
reluctant
to
give up
bachelorhood, the result being a
llOrtrayaI of marital, pre-marital
Ind extra-marital relationships.
Company's director is Eric
Btiahr, a senior theatre major

who has acted in many WSU
productions and who has
worked at the Dayton Theatre
Guild.
Tickets for Company can be
obtained at the University
Theatre box office in the lobby
of the Creative Arts Center.
Curtain time is 8: 30 pm for
shows on March 7, 8, 12, 14 and

15, and the March 9 showing
will be at 7: 30 pm. Box office
hours are 12 noon to 4 pm
Monday through Friday and on
performance days.
Reservations or information
can be obtained by calling
426-3500. Tickets are $1.50 for
students and $2.50 for general
public.

Saskatchewan student submits
scathing Scanner script , sues
REGINA, Sask-A Forestry
student at the Kelsey Institute
of Arts and Sciences in
Saskatchewan who had his
marks lowered because of an
article he wrote in the campus
paper has won an appeal to have
the marks upgraded to their
original level.
The student, whose article
appeared in the January 16 issue
of the Scanner, condemned US
control of the Saskatchewan
forestry industry and criticized

81V1V130.

the school for not teaching
students anything about who
controlled the forest industry.
As a result of the article, one
of the student's teachers
deducted marks from
his
forestry class. The student
protested to the Student
Representative Council president
who spoke to the school's
assistant principal.
Within a few days the student
was informed his marks would
be readjusted.

3VAO

Is this ad inside out?

Crossword Helper"
from Conservation News
Anyone who has ever plodded through a high school
biology course surely emerges knowing at least that a
grouping of lions is called a pride, a family of quail · is a
covey, and a bunch of swans is referred to as a flight. With a
mix of archaic and moderm terms, though, references to
any other species groupings is often left only to· New York
Times crossword puzzle experts or highly specialized
biologists.
But just so we don't confuse our crashes with our nyes in
the future, the venerable, doughty, Farmers Almanac has
come up with a list of some of the best known species
identifications still in use today.

A drey of squirrels
A crash of rhinoceroses
A sounder of swine
A exaltation of larks
A clowder of cats
A pitying of doves
An ostentation of peacocks
A murmuration of starlings
An unkindness of ravens
An army of herring
Agang of elk
A gaggle of geese
A pack of dogs
A wa,rren of rabbits
A troop of kangaroos
A drove of hogs
A skulk or earth of foxes

A flight of swallows
A murder of crows
A hurtle of sheep
A hover of trout
A bale of turtles
A herd or gam of whales
A host of locusts
A skein of Geese in, flight
A trip of goats
A shoal of fish
An aerie of eagles
A sloth of bears
A nye of pheasants
A rookery of seals
A swarm pf bees
A herd of zebras
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Ron Clarke was our Guardian basketball pool winner with
7 for 10 as there were 38 entries last week. Associate
editor Gary Floyd of the Guardian tied Clarke while the
rest of us staffer's hit on 50 percent.
Entries on the whole were just terrible this week. One
other poolster manar .~d six correct while the rest just blew
every game. Better luck this week gang as we proceed into
our eighth week of action.
.All games this week will be played on Saturday and
Monday evenings. Jur Guardian staff experts will be Tom
Snyder (TS), Frank Salsburg (FS), Gary Floyd (F), and
Dave Stickel (DS).
Purdue( DS)(TS)
at Michigan(F)( FS)
Houston(DS) (F)(TS)
at Bowling Green(FS)
DePaul
at Cincinnati(DS )(F)(TS)(FS)
Wash State
at Oregon( DS)(F)(TS)(F S) ··
Creighton(F) (TS)(FS)
at Southern Ill(DS)
Memphis St
at Lousiville(DS)(F)(TS)(FS)
Manhattan(F S)
at Seton Hall(DS)(F)(TS)
Providence( F)(TS)
at St John's(DS)(F S)
Old Dominion(DS)(F)(FS)
at Georgia Southern(TS)
Stetso n(F)
at Virginia(DS)(TS)(FS)
Tie-breaker:
Wright State( DS)(F)(TS)(F S) at Indiana S.....
E_ _
Drop all entries into the Guardian bullseye bo~ across
from the Wright Stat io n or the Guardian office in the
University Center room 046 before 5 pm on Friday.
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Raiders·rip More , CSU

by Dave Stickel
Th e
th ree
muskete e rs
co ntinued their perfo rmances
over the last week to lead WSU
to two victories over Central
State 62-60 and Thomas More
68- 58. Bob Grote, Rick Martin
and Lyle Falknor came through
in t he latter moments of
Saturday evening's CSU contest
to lead the Raiders to victory
wit h over 27 50 spectators in t he
stands at WSU.
With 4: 05 remaining in t he
game, the Maurauders and
Raiders were knotted at 49 all.
Grote retu rned to the action
after sitting on the bench with
four personals. ·
Central felt his presence
immediately as the 6 foot 4
junior tallied five consecutive
points to place the green and
gold on top 54-49. Martin then
followed suit and made four free
throws to ice the wsu win
62-56.
CSU managed to score four
points in the last minute but
Martin took an inbounds pass
with 0: 18 left and proceeded to
dribble the clock away. "It was a
sweet win that we wanted
badly," Martin continued, "Most
of my friends said we couldn't
beat Central. But, we sure did
man."
Martin scored 16 p0ints to
lead the Raider parade as
Falknor and Grote knotted 13
poi~
each. Center . H~rl"f
Jackson was a thorn in t}te<WSU
side all night with 18 points and
15 rebounds.
Twesday evening the Raiders
traveled to Covington., Kentucky
to tangle with. Thomas M()re.
Grote and Martin · had · fiRe
performances·---as the . ~-cafft;ain
tan~em hit f'Or 19 an4 M:f.oints .
respectively.
S'am Kilburn ~.eel the
Raiders grab a 37-31 half time
~ with eight p<)lrits. Grote
c~ in with t3 -rkers
befOft intermission. .WBV only
led 51-50 before tile Raiders
reeled off eight straight to take a
l'C.>mmanding 59-50 margin.

Lyle Falknor managed to toss
ifi 10 points to leave him just six
points shy of 1,000 career points
in just his junior season. WSU
(15-9) will close out t he year
Saturday at Indiana Southeast.
The Raiders defeated IUSE
earlier in the season 74-53.
Wr ight State
Universit y's
junior varsity squad split over
the last week in two ball games.
WSU shelled Central State 91-75
on Saturday night behind the
hot shooting of freshperson Rick
Zi nk wit h 28 points. Zink hit o n
10 of 12 shots from the court.
T uesday night fou nd t he going
much rougher for the J V's.
T homas More (10-5) delivered a
82-68 thu mping to t he green and
gold. Center Jim Hosea led the
Raider offense in the losing
effort with 17 points.
WSU concluded the season
with a fi~e 8-2 record. The 6
foot 8 Hosea was the leading
scorer for the season with a 18
point
average.
Neil Rief
collected 10 rebounds a game to
lead the Raider JV's in that
department.
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$10- per donation
for . .~'s Alright,
....: Only Bleeding...

Plasma twice a week. Or
whote b!Qod every 8 weeks.
Mon.-Sat Free Parking

~bloodaliance

Killer of eagle gets gran d fine
MEMPHIS , Tenn (UPI)- A
federal judge who said he does
not understand why anyone
likes to go hunting fined a
doctor $1,000 Friday for killing
a bald eagle.
Dr John Tosh , 50, of
Memphis, pleaded guilty to a
charge of killing the eagle Jan 4
while duck hunting at Reelfoot

---- ---FOR SALE
----~-1972 VOLKSWAGON deluxe
sedan (Baja Option Pack) ,
23,000 miles 28-32 mgp
$1 ,700- priced to
sell!!!
Contact Stuart · Hansen
879-0959 2-17-5
3 INCH screen television,
house car batteries $100.
Calc u l ator - square roots,
reciprocals, memory, et c $30.
See Dave in ,339 Fawcett.
2-6-6 .
74 CB 360 Ho nda. Mint
co ndition. Many extras. $950
433-8973. 2-20-6
66 DODGE , ps, pb , air, new
tires and brakes. Best offer.
Call after 8:30 pm 254-3936.
2-20-6
MINI -HOO VER WASHER
and Dryer, $ 200.00 or best
offer . E xce ll e nt
con d itio n-372-4519 after
5:00. Good for apart ments.
2-24-6
MARANTZ 2230 receiver,
ex cellent condition SO wat ts
per channel rms. New- $400,
sell for $300 or best offer Pat
Tehan 322-4801 2-27-2
FOR SALE: 1968 Yamaha
350. Excellent condition.
Comes with 2 helmets and
e xtras. $425.00 Phone
859-7884. 2-13-6
11 KODAK 126 (instant
loading) film cartridges, 10
cents each or three for 25
cents. Film is sealed ·in
original foil wrapper and still
fresh, I just have too much to
use. ext 638 or 648. Ask for
Tracey Jayne Thomps~n.
1969 FOUR DOOR hard top
Renault R-10, 50,000 miles,
30.36 mpg, big dent on left
rear. Needs goodhome. $300.
Call 225-4111 3: 00-11: 00
Sun thru Thurs. Ask for
Dennis. 2-27-6
1972 OLDS DELTA 88
Royale, ps, pb, air cond,
4-door, brown with tan vinyl
top, white deluxe interior,
new transmission. Must sell.
best offer. 298-5747. 2-27-6
MOBILE HOME 50'x10' air
conditioner and large awning.
Completel y furnished.
$2800.'. 859-4897 2-27-4

---- ----

.
ROOMS
-~----APARTMENT FOR rent. 2
bedroom, 2 bathro01µ, all
applianees except washer &
deyer. Oarpeting. Ketteriftl
area. I'hoae 434-9696 aftet 6
pm. 2-24-tfn

Lake in northwestern Tennessee.
He said when he fired his gun he
thought the eagle was a hawk.
"I don't understand why
anyone· would want to shoot a
hawk," US District Court Judge
Bailey Brown told the doctor.
" But there are a lot of people
kinder than me and more
intelligent than me who hunt.

ds

HOUSE FOR sale- UD area,
$900 down-$131 a month.
435-0784 after 6. 1-30-8
HOUSE MATE wanted. $50
month + utilities. Off Wayne
Ave, Dayton by Rte 35 exit.
Call
252-1994 anytime.
2-17-tfn
H 0 USE
TO
rent- 4 -6
student s - i mm e di ate,
summer ,
fa 11
or
terms-indivi duals or groups.
435-0784 after 6. 1-3Q-8
ROOMMATE WANTED to
share apartment in Fairborn
area, 3 miles fro m WSU,
e x c el len t
c ond itions,
furni s hed, $7 5 includes
utilities · and ·phone. Call
Bruce
Hildret h , da ys
254-7760, or 878-1590 11-12
pm. 2-27-2
ROOMMAT E-ATTENDANT
wanted to share home with
handicapped student. Near
campus. Rent free + $.Male
or female; liberal atmosphere.
Call Roger at 879-2282
2-27-6
HUBER N 2 bdrm apt,
washer, dryer, refrigerator,
stove and disposal. Water and
garbage paid! Rent $140.00
Deposit $100.00. Call Bill
Ochs 236-5241. 2-27-4

---------- ---HELP WANTED

VOLUNTEE RS ARE needed !
To help a brain injured child :
his name is Richard Conley
and he ~ s only two years old.
He has minimal brain damage.
The volunteers would help
him
do
exercises and
patterning at the Training
Center for Developmentally
Handicapped Children, 3201
Marshall Road, .Dayton. If
you wish to help or have any
questions, please call
Elizabeth Conley at 254-7187
anytime
except
from
12:30-3:00- that 's the -time
Richard goes to the Training
Center; PLEASE HELP!

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS,
part-t.ime . Must have
minimum five years driving
experience, valid operator's
lic~nse, neat appearance. Call
222-2861. 2-24-4
HELP TO ASSIST
handicapped student. Need
someone to write what I
dictate and to drive on
weekenlts. Have extra roorn if·
pel'.Son wants to live in. 20
minutes from WSU.
233-6231. Pr~ female but
·w ill accept nfale. ·or femal~

"I have a lot of friends Wh
hunt and this is an aspect ~
0
their perso nality I don't
understand," the judge said. "I
would rather spend a day in jail
than go hunting. I don't want to
shoot anything.
The maximum penalty for
killing an eagle is a $ 5,000 fine
and one year in jail.

ARE YOU interested
in being considered for
Personal
A tte n dant
Positions-bo th on and off
campus ?C o nt ac1
Handicapp ed
Stu dent
Services, 111 Millett, ext 503,
for additional information.
2-27-eoq

----------- RIDES

I NEED a ride to or near St
Louis. I'd like to leave thi
afternoo n. If you're going
west today please call George
at 27 5-9969. 2-27 -1
RIDERS (car pool only)
WAN TED
fr om
Springfield- winter and sprint
quarters. Preferably 9 am to 3
pm class hours daily. CaD
399-5742. Ask for Danny.
2-27-tfn

-----·
---- ---·
MISCELLAN EO U~

WANTED:
BAS EB ALL
cards, yearbooks, auto graphs
fro m 1965 and before. PaJ{f.
cash! Items must be in goet
condition. Call Tim 323-1781
2-27-4

T U R Q. U 0 I S !
J E W E L R Y - I n d i al
handcrafted, authenticated,
New
Me x ico
p rices.
25~-4082 . 2-27-2
CONGRATULATIONS TO
Dale Greene and Ron
Wientjes for winning the
ZTA's bid euchre tournamenl
last Friday. 2-27-2
MUSIC LESSONS : flute.
piccolo & s axo phone.
Professional studio musicial
with recording experien~
Will accept beginner "
advanced. (Can teach theory~
228-1345 2 ~ 13 -5
THE
SHED ,
ever
Wednesday, 5 cent hotd
roasted over the firepl
2-13-8

pH 0 T 0GRApH E1:
SPECIALIT IES - weddinf
For ~ore informat~n, ,,J
2 5 6-i593. Steve KenaeY
t~oq

for facu1'1
and students. .You wrifM '
I'll type it. Papers, UieseS, ~
Q,.iauii~. Call ·Na_ncf, Roac

TYPING DONE

_277~2319. teoq

A-1 VW Servi-09, 5950 NOrth 04xi• Drive. Engine Retluildint
$200. Valve Gr~ftding $110.95. ·Tuneup $20.95. Aho¥e in- ·

c1udes parts and labor. WSU lO 10% off. We service other
makes and models. 898-5702
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Raiders win Greene County
·bragging rights in home finale
There probably won't be any
NCAA bids for the Wright State
Raiders this season, but at least
the Raiders can claim the
undisputed collegiate basketball
championship of Greene county.
In the Raiders home finale
Saturday evening, they bumped
the Central State Maruaders
62-60, a win which saw seniors
Jim Cunningham and Dan Swain
perform in the PE building for a
final time.
The game was also the home
finale for John Ross, the only
basketball coach in Raider
history, who is resigning to
become WSU's assistant director.
Of the four colleges and
universities in Greene county
with intercollegiate basketball,
WSU has not only the best
record, but has not lost to
another Greene county school
since Wilberforce
University
nipped the Raiders 68-67 in
1971. WSU's overall record
against
other
community
colleges is 10-2.
So the Raiders may not be
NCAA or NAIA bound, but at
least they can claim bragging
rights from Route 4 to the other
side of Xenia.

Grade ave rising nationally
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WSU average creeps
[Continued from page 1]
division. We have 40 per cent of
the students in the graduate
school in Education. You find a
great deal of professionalism."
Business had the second lowest
gpa in undergraduate courses
and the lowest gpa in grad
courses.
Said Business dean Dr Sam
Barone, "If anything, there's
been an increase over the past
quarters. If I recall, the gpa is

creeping up
University."

all

over

the

Nursing Education had the
least amount of undergraduate
drops with 35, while Liberal
Arts captured the graduate
division with only 10 drops.
Science and Engineering had
the most drops in the undergrad
division with 1,758 of the 4,429
total
undergrad
drops.
Education was highest in the
grad courses with 164 drops

Our Foods
Come from the
Nations best suppliers.
We demand top quality
in all our foods. And our
suppliers go to any lengths
to meet our requirements.
At any campus
location-Univ ersity Center,
Rathskellar, Allyn Hall,
or Wright Stationyou get the best possible
food for the lowest
possible cost. Check it
out with any other
place in town.
University
Food
Service

[Continued from page 1 J
increased
number
of
undergraduates, competition has
toughened for graduate school
admission,
particularly to
medical and law schools.
In a broader sense, students
may be grasping for grades as a
token of their own worth. "A
'B' is saying to students that
they're only "B" persons," one
Stanford professor said. In any
case, competition has become
the name of the game. "its
moved beyond mere grades,"
Jerome Kagen, a Harvard
psychologist, said of the
phenomenon in a recent New
York Times report. "It's moved
to a point where the anxiety and
the concern is unrealistic, and
it's approaching a phobia on the
part of the students. It has the
characteristic of a small
neurosis."
If students are afflicted with a
grade neurosis, the disease is
rooted within the academic
grading system, some observers
believe.
"Students have been taught
since grade school that good
grades are where its at," says one
professor at University of
Wisconsin-Madison. "How can
they be expected to dismiss this
idea when they reach college?"
The Preface, student newspaper
of Indiana University at South
Bend, offered this analysis:

"Professors ... tell students at
the beginning of class that
learning is more important than
grades. Most students are not
influenced by this argument.
They
have
already been
convinced that grades are
important,
often
more
important than learning."
Back in the 60's, however,
anti-grade fever hit academia,
resulting in what is believed to
be the second major cause of
inflated grades: non-punitive
grading procedures.
Many professors gave high
grades then to help students
avoid the draft. Dissatisfaction
with traditional marking spread,
pass-fail options came into vogue
and some schools completely
eliminated failing grades.
At many other schools, the
effects of D's and F's were
minimized by extended time
periods for class withdrawals.

Students who were in danger of
failing . a course could simply
drop it, often late into the
semester, and escape a low
grade.
Explained
Pitts burgh
University
Dean Robert
Marshall: "We've gotten away
from the old concept that
people should be required to
jump through hoops. "
But the gradual extinction of
failing grades has been termed
"ludicrous" by at least one
professor. "There is this idea
going around that any grade
other than an A has to be
explained by the professor,"
complained Stanford history
professor David Kennedy.
"It's gone too far," said
Kennedy." "The whole purpose
of grades is being destroyed."
In such an event, not everyone
would be disappointed .

A gay old time at Lehigh
BETHLEHAM, Pa (CPS)-Gay
may be good in some places, but
it's only so-so in the Theta Chi
fraternity.
Three homosexual members of
the fraternity voluntarily moved
out of their frat house at Lehigh
University, Pennsylvania last
month after they received an
alumni request asking them to
do so.
The alumni made the request
because they felt it would be in

the best interest of the people
living in the fraternity , according
to Paul Seivert, president of the
Theta Chi Alumni Association.
According to another alumnus
the alumni were afraid that most
people at the Lehigh University
did
no t
a p pro ve of
homosexuality and that the
fraternity would not be able to
get enough pledges to remain
financially stable.
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